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 N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S  +  A U S T R A L I A N  C A P I T A L  T E R R I T O R Y

V isit Griffith, a thriving oasis is the heart of the Riverina, 
abundant with fresh produce, fine wine, dining 
experiences and warm hospitality. 

Perfectly positioned along the Kidman and Burley Griffin 
ways, and a convenient detour from the Sturt and Newell 
highways, Griffith is the ideal diversion for a burst of culture along 
your inland adventure. 

Treat yourself to a regional escape, and enjoy a range 
of local attractions tailored to suit every interest. Explore the 
outdoors, heritage sites and cultural museums, or delve into the 
local cuisine and wines, with endless cellar doors and dining 
experiences to choose from.  

Griffith’s picturesque tree-lined main street, Banna Avenue, 
stretches over several blocks, and offers a unique shopping 
experience for all. The local boutiques boast an impressive 
selection of Australian and international brands in clothing, gifts 
and homewares. Elevate your experience with a visit to one of 
the opulent day spas, followed by a seat at one of the many 
charming cafes and restaurants for the perfect day out. 

Journey through Griffith’s diverse cellar door scene, from 
its larger producers to its intimate boutique wineries. Whether 
you like a fruity white or a bold red, or if gin is more your 
thing, Griffith offers a cellar door experience tailored to satisfy 
every palate.

Aside from the abundance of food and wine, Griffith has 
blossomed into a vibrant arts and cultural hub within the 
region. Take a deep dive into history with a visit to Pioneer Park 
Museum, or venture to Scenic Hill to discover Hermit’s Cave. 
The Banna Lane murals, Griffith Regional Art Gallery and Griffith 
Regional Theatre all offer a glimpse into the talent and culture 
that contributes to Griffith’s unique character. 

Get back into nature and explore Griffith’s outdoors with a 
bushwalk through Cocoparra National Park, or enjoy a picnic at 
Lake Wyangan – complete with barbecue facilities and a variety 
of bird species for twitchers to discover. Golf and swimming 
facilities, and cycling and walking tracks are also available for 
locals and visitors to enjoy all year round. 

Experience the warm embrace of a welcoming community 
with a tapestry of outdoor adventures, cultural experiences, 
and a culinary scene to savour. Taste the town’s culture and let 
Griffith unveil a world of delights for every traveller. Your regional 
escape awaits!

Escape to Griffith
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